CTU G UPDATES AND GUIDELINES
As of Block 8- January 18th, ‘22

CTU-G continues to be an acute medicine service, but with no or limited housestaff.
The following modifications have been made to accommodate this change:

• Cap of 20 patients
  o The team will take their own bouncebacks even if they are at ‘cap’
  o Attending may increase cap at their discretion
• Maximum of 2 admissions overnight
  o *No D4 Admissions overnight*
• No D4 admissions in general, except:
  o If a CTU-G ward patient is transferred to D4, the CTU-G Attending will decide if that patient is transferred to another team, or remain on G.
• CTU-E will preferentially admit longer stay patients to G in the mornings as long as G has capacity
• Procedures- contact Senior in ED after 1pm to determine most appropriate team/availability for procedures for G patients (this allows juniors on other CTU teams to have the opportunity to perform and learn procedures)